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Stock Up & Save
With precision, power, and reliability at the forefront, Pyramyd AIR will equip you with the ammunition you need to hit your target and excel in your shooting adventures. Explore our wide range of ammo options and elevate your shooting experience to a whole new level of precision and power.
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Ways to Save When Buying Ammo
	Buy more and save with ammo shipped and sold by Pyramyd AIR. When you add 4 tins of ammunition to your shopping cart, the lowest-priced tin will be free.
	Buy in bulk. Purchasing ammunition in larger quantity containers will often lower the price per unit.
	Look for deals. Watch for regular sales, discounts, and promotions to take advantage of savvy shopping.
	Make your own. The individual components cost less than the price of finished ammunition. You can save money by buying the components and finishing the ammo yourself, though it will cost you time.

Air Gun Ammo
The most common type of air gun ammo, air gun pellets come in various shapes, such as domes, pointed, flat-nosed, and hollow points, each designed for specific purposes. With remarkable accuracy and consistency, pellets are ideal for precision shooting, target practice, and small game hunting. Their aerodynamic design ensures stable flight paths, making them a favorite among air gun enthusiasts.
Typically made of steel or alloys, metal BBs offer versatility and are often used in less powerful air guns. While they may not provide the same accuracy as pellets, BBs are perfect for plinking, informal target shooting, and recreational fun. Their affordability and widespread availability make them popular for beginner and casual shooters.
For airguns with higher power and energy levels, airgun slugs are a game-changer. These projectiles deliver an impressive impact and penetration, making them suitable for hunting large game or target shooting at longer distances. With their enhanced stopping power, slugs offer air gun enthusiasts a thrilling experience and the opportunity to have more challenging shooting adventures.
Firearm Ammo
Designed with precision and expertise, firearm ammunition provides the necessary propellant, projectile, and impact to make every shot count. Consistency in manufacturing ensures that every cartridge performs consistently, allowing shooters to trust their ammunition in critical situations.
Specialty Ammo
Specialized shooting equipment requires specialty ammo. Whether it's air gun darts, slingshot arrows or shot, round shot, or salt pellets, Pyramyd AIR has the ammo you need to keep your equipment stocked and shooting at its best.


Want More?
Join Our Email List for News and Deals!
Sign Up!

Join the Pyramyd AIR mailing list: Our e-mails are filled with new products, deals, sneak peeks, tips and tricks, contests and more - sign up today!




Text JOIN to 91256 and get $10 OFF Your Next $50+ Order!
* By providing your number above, you agree to receive recurring autodialed marketing text msgs (e.g. cart reminders) to the mobile number used at opt-in from Pyramyd AIR on 91256. Reply with birthday MM/DD/YYYY to verify legal age of 18+ in order to receive texts. Consent is not a condition of purchase. Msg frequency may vary. Msg & data rates may apply. Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. See Terms and Conditions & Privacy Policy.
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PyramydAir.com uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to browse the site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. You can find out more about how we use them in the privacy policy. All other designated trademarks, copyrights, and brands are the property of their respective owners.
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